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`Always cover is no fun!´ 
 

Out of this mood the crazy phenomenon FUNDETTA arose in late summer 2009. 
Shortly after founding of the two-headed, electronically orchestrated band FUNDETTA in 

September 2009 a first demo album under the name of "Liebe, Tod und Sünde" (Love, Death 
and Sin) was recorded on their own initiative. A few tracks of the album got presented live by 
FUNDETTA in November of the same year during a support show for the gothic formation 

"Untoten" (The Undead) in the legendary club K17 in Berlin. Notwithstanding any typical music 
genre assignments and free from the gut, Detta Herm invented a quite abstract new type of 

music, far from any typical listening habits, based on keyboards and synthesizer sounds, which 
leading the duo to a scene that was an uncharted territory for them. 

 
As a result of this mixture of electronic rock, dark psycho-wave, erotic and black joke FUNDETTA 

became one of a kind, being visual and acoustical unrestrained as well as a bit trivial, slightly 
banal and in such form, probably unique. With their official debut album "Diktator der Lust" 

(Dictator of Lust), recorded in May 2011 as a kind of provocation, they managed to divide the 
opinions of the gothic scene and - because of that - get noticed by the relevant media. Even 

though the reviews couldn´t have been more diverse, the unconventional and idiosyncratic style 
helped FUNDETTA to provide - without great balancing act - a continously growing fanbase. 

 
After a good number of shows in the past few years and musical consolidation, Detta Herm 

signed a contract with the record label ECHOZONE in January 2014. The second self-produced 
FUNDETTA album with the promising name "Mein Talent ist Leben" (My Talent is Life), whose 

impulsive electronic rock songs will reveal another interesting emotional world of the musician, 
was be published under the flag of this label in June this year. 

A remix of individual songs of the album - paired with new material - appeared with the 
blackhumoristically designated mini album "Bestseller" in 2015. 

 
In addition to a considerable series of single concerts and tourings since FUNDETTA-existence 

the band toured with the 80s icon Martin Degville and his band SIGUE SIGUE SPUTNIK Electronic 
(UK) across Germany for almost two years. 

 
In March 2016 followed a short tour in Central and Eastern Europe including a big festival in 

Sarajevo. 
 

The provisional highlight of the year was the 3-weeks-tour through USA and Canada under the 
caring care and together with the Futurock/Metal band "THE MAENSION" from Hollywood. 

 
In 2017 there are further tours, which lead FUNDETTA not only to Russia, 

but also to x and y - and at best - in your location ;-) 


